Project for Improving Coastal Security in Alanya
ALTID's Project for Improving Coastal Security in
Alanya with reference number
TR61/11/TURIZM/KAMU01-31, which is sponsored by
the Western Mediterranean Development Agency
(BAKA) under Financial Support program for 2011 and
will be completed within eight months, comprises works
and activities to be carried out on Kleopatra and
Keykubad beaches in central Alanya. The project aims
to ensure services of high quality on beaches in Alanya
which annually hosts three million visitors in average
while ensuring their satisfaction. It will also contribute to
the promotion of our region and extend the tourist
season. The quality of services offered by businesses
and kiosks on the beach will have been increased and
their preferability will have been increased through the
project. The project consists of three main activities.

Observation towers have been improved as part of the
project. In addition, silver lifeguard and first aid courses
have been organized for people working at kiosks,
lifeguards on observation towers, and private security
guards assigned to the beach. A total of 39 trainees who
have successfully completed the first aid - training course
attended by 41 people received first aid certificates in
addition to 11 silver certificates, including six bronze +
silver and five silver certificates.

1- Letting disabled individuals to swim under
supervision of attendants
An exemplary sunbathing area, a promenade, and a
shower system built on Kleopatra Beach enables
disabled individuals to take a sunbath and to swim
under supervision of attendants. Five toilets are being
built for the disabled. This exemplary project will also
contribute to efforts under a project entitled Alanya: A
Tourism City With No Obstacles, which aims to
ensuring accessibility to the urban part of Alanya for
all.
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3- Rapid response to drowning incidents and
transportation of injured persons to hospital
Sea motorcycles equipped with 1 ATV and two stretchers
will be used for watching and rapidly responding to
drowning and other incidents which may occur along the
coast and beach and on sea. Rapid response on the
beach by personnel with silver certificates assigned to
observation towers will be possible under supervision of
the coordination center. In addition, the investment to be
made under the project will contribute to efforts
coordinated with the municipality and law enforcement
units.

2- Enhancing beach security by installing a
MOBESE security system
A MOBESE (mobile electronic system integration)
system installed on Kleopatra and Keykubad beaches in
central Alanya will enable the coordination center,
municipality, and the police department to monitor those
areas.

